Comparison of scalar measures used in magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging.
The tensors derived from diffusion tensor imaging describe complex diffusion in tissues. However, it is difficult to compare tensors directly or to produce images that contain all of the information of the tensor. Therefore, it is convenient to produce scalar measures that extract desired aspects of the tensor. These measures map the three-dimensional eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor into scalar values. The measures impose an order on eigenvalue space. Many invariant scalar measures have been introduced in the literature. In the present manuscript, a general approach for producing invariant scalar measures is introduced. Because it is often difficult to determine in clinical practice which of the many measures is best to apply to a given situation, two formalisms are introduced for the presentation, definition, and comparison of measures applied to eigenvalues: (1) normalized eigenvalue space, and (2) parametric eigenvalue transformation plots. All of the anisotropy information contained in the three eigenvalues can be retained and displayed in a two-dimensional plot, the normalized eigenvalue plot. An example is given of how to determine the best measure to use for a given situation by superimposing isometric contour lines from various anisotropy measures on plots of actual measured eigenvalue data points. Parametric eigenvalue transformation plots allow comparison of how different measures impose order on normalized eigenvalue space to determine whether the measures are equivalent and how the measures differ. These formalisms facilitate the comparison of scalar invariant measures for diffusion tensor imaging. Normalized eigenvalue space allows presentation of eigenvalue anisotropy information.